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Approved Selection Process for 2020 
 

Men’s Selection Process 
 
Step 1 Select the top 16 individuals in each individual event. Twenty-four spots for divers 

will be reserved and determined through the regional diving process.  
Step 2 Entries will be added to each relay event, filling across rows until each relay event has 

16 entries. If the participant cap has not yet been reached, skip to Step 5.  
Step 3 If, at some point, the addition of one relay per event to the entire order of events puts 

the field over the total participant cap number, the relay whose time is greatest in 
percentage to the Division III established “B” cut will be selected by entry until 16 
relays are selected or the maximum participant number is reached. No additional 
relays will be added if the next relay for selection would surpass the maximum 
participant number or the last complete individual row.  If the disparity between 
complete individual rows and complete relay rows is not more than one, skip to Step 5. 

Step 4 After the selection process is conducted, if there is a disparity of more than one 
between individual and relay complete rows, then one individual event row is 
eliminated and the process returns to Step 2. No more than 16 relays will be selected. 

Step 5 If, after selecting relays, there are still additional spots left to fulfill the participant cap 
number, additional individuals whose time is greatest in percentage to the Division III 
established “B” cut will be selected by 1 individual entry until the participant cap is 
reached. 

 
Women’s Selection Process 
 
Step 1 Select the top 20 individuals in each individual event. Twenty-nine spots for divers 

will be reserved and determined through the regional diving process.   
Step 2 Entries will be added to each relay event, filling across rows until each relay event has 

20 entries. If the participant cap has not yet been reached, skip to Step 5. 
Step 3 If, at some point, the addition of one relay per event to the entire order of events puts 

the field over the total participant cap number, the relay whose time is greatest in 
percentage to the Division III established “B” cut will be selected by entry until 20 
relays are selected or the maximum participant number is reached. No additional 
relays will be added if the next relay for selection would surpass the maximum 
participant number or the last complete individual row.  If the disparity between 
complete individual rows and complete relay rows is not more than one, skip to Step 5. 

Step 4 After the selection process is conducted, if there is a disparity of more than one 
between individual and relay complete rows, then one individual event row is 
eliminated and the process returns to Step 2. No more than 20 relays will be selected.  

Step 5 If, after selecting relays, there are still additional spots left to fulfill the participant cap 
number, additional individuals whose time is greatest in percentage to the Division III 
established “B” cut will be selected by 1 individual entry until the participant cap is 
reached. 

 


